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Loring Industries located at the fabled Loring Airforce Base in Limestone Maine in recent years took over the facilities and operations of the Maine Military Authority (MMA). MMA was renowned for their high-quality work in the resetting of US government owned AM General HWMMV platforms.

Loring retained a robust inventory of primarily New and NOS (New Old Stock) HMMWV related parts in their heated modern warehouses. These parts became excess to their ongoing operations and an agreement was reached with Eastern Surplus to purchase all remaining HWMMV parts inventory.

This transfer of inventory to Eastern Surplus and their ability to market to the world via their online presence and marketing teams, means these HMMWV parts, which have not been available for several years will now be accessible to Domestic and Worldwide Government and commercial users of HMMWV’s for the maintenance of their legacy fleets of these venerable trucks.

A small example of what is included in this exchange are considerable quantities of parts used in the repair, restoration and maintenance of HMMWV’s. Including: engines, transmissions, wheels and tires. Parts systems include: chassis, driveline, electrical, and sheet metal/body parts. Large quantities of hardware, differentials, fiberglass ECV hoods, engine accessories, winches, wear items, brake parts and much more

You can read more about Loring industries and the services they offer here: https://www.loringind.com/

The parts have been transported to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and are being inventoried now with the anticipation of having them available by the end of the 3rd quarter of 2020.

Click here to see Eastern Surplus & Equipment Co. Online store and web page https://www.easternsurplus.net